A thriving metropolitan area of 2.6 million people, St. Louis offers the fun and culture of a big city with the ease and affordability of the Midwest.

Convenient highways make it possible to live anywhere in the city. Full-time Washington University students and staff receive a pass from the university that provides free access to the entire Metro transit system.

Forest Park, located adjacent to the Medical Center, offers public tennis courts, golf courses, an outdoor ice rink, a 12-kilometer paved trail, picnic areas, athletic fields and a lake. It’s also home to the Saint Louis Center, the Saint Louis Art Museum and the Saint Louis Zoo.

St. Louisans enthusiastically support Cardinals baseball, Blues hockey and a number of semi-pro teams. Other popular entertainment options in the city include the Missouri Botanical Garden, the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra and the Fox Theatre.

Outdoor activities abound. Bike trails line both the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, and the Ozark mountains and river valleys are a short drive away.

Salary: Competitive, moonlighting available
Clinical duties: 14 hr/wk attending in the ED
- Academic duties (research, journal club, lectures, presentation, teaching) 5hrs/wk
- Q/A & video review 5 hrs/wk
- Scanning sessions 5 hrs/wk
- Research: Required
- Optional Critical Care training with EM/CC faculty in the ICU
- Optional Pediatric U/S training at St. Louis Children’s Hospital
- Deadline for application: October 15th
- Fellows chosen: November

Deborah Shipley Kane, MD
660 S. Euclid Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110
(314) 758-6787
drshipley@wustl.edu
Emergency Ultrasound is an exciting and rapidly growing field of Emergency Medicine, and we are excited to be a part of that. Here at Washington University, you will have the opportunity to explore all aspects of Emergency Ultrasound. I hope this brochure helps you to see some of the areas that make our program unique, including several sub-specialty training opportunities. If you are interested in pursuing an Ultrasound Fellowship here at Washington University, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Deborah Shipley Kane, MD
Emergency Ultrasound Fellowship Director
Ultrasound Director
Washington University in St. Louis

Our fellowship program was established in 2011, and follows all ACEP Emergency Ultrasound Fellowship training guidelines. We have 5 Emergency Ultrasound Fellowship trained faculty, including those with specialized training in Critical Care, Sports Medicine, and Research. Washington University School of Medicine is routinely cited as one of the top 10 research institutions in the U.S., and there is ample opportunity to explore any ultrasound research interests. Ideal candidates:

- highly motivated and interested in learning
- strong educators
- must be from 3 or 4 year EM residency program
- must be ABEM Board eligible or certified
- energetic and fun
- research experience encouraged but not required

The EM Ultrasound Fellowship is 12 months in length, and we accept up to 3 fellows per year. The majority of training takes place at Washington University/Barnes-Jewish Hospital, with an annual ED volume ~100k/yr. Additional training may also take place at Barnes-Jewish West County and Children’s Hospital of St. Louis. We are excited to offer several unique opportunities including:

- Strong Critical care training with EM/CC faculty in the ICU
- Dedicated Pediatric US training